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Remodeling of blood vessels and lymphatics are prominent features of sustained inflammation.
Angiopoietin-2 (Ang2)/Tie2 receptor signaling and tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF)/TNF receptor signaling
are known to contribute to these changes in airway inflammation after Mycoplasma pulmonis infection in
mice. We determined whether Ang2 and TNF are both essential for the remodeling on blood vessels and
lymphatics, and thereby influence the actions of one another. Their respective contributions to the initial
stage of vascular remodeling and sprouting lymphangiogenesis were examined by comparing the effects
of function-blocking antibodies to Ang2 or TNF, given individually or together during the first week after
infection. As indices of efficacy, vascular enlargement, endothelial leakiness, venular marker expression,
pericyte changes, and lymphatic vessel sprouting were assessed. Inhibition of Ang2 or TNF alone reduced
the remodeling of blood vessels and lymphatics, but inhibition of both together completely prevented
these changes. Genome-wide analysis of changes in gene expression revealed synergistic actions of the
antibody combination over a broad range of genes and signaling pathways involved in inflammatory
responses. These findings demonstrate that Ang2 and TNF are essential and synergistic drivers of
remodeling of blood vessels and lymphatics during the initial stage of inflammation after infection.
Inhibition of Ang2 and TNF together results in widespread suppression of the inflammatory response.
(Am J Pathol 2015, 185: 2949e2968; http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ajpath.2015.07.010)
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Remodeling of blood vessels and lymphatics contributes
to the pathophysiology of many chronic inflammatory
diseases, including asthma, chronic bronchitis, chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease, inflammatory bowel
disease, and psoriasis.1e3 When inflammation is sus-
tained, capillaries acquire venule-like properties that
expand the sites of plasma leakage and leukocyte influx.
Consistent with this transformation, the remodeled
blood vessels express P-selectin, intercellular adhesion
molecule 1 (ICAM-1), EphB4, and other venular
markers.4e6 The changes are accompanied by remodel-
ing of pericytes and disruption of pericyte-endothelial
crosstalk involved in blood vessel quiescence.7

Remodeling of blood vessels is accompanied by
stigative Pathology.

.

plasma leakage, inflammatory cell influx, and sprouting
lymphangiogenesis.6,8,9

Mycoplasma pulmonis infection causes sustained inflam-
mation of the respiratory tract of rodents.10 This infection has
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proved useful for dissecting the features and mechanisms of
vascular remodeling and lymphangiogenesis.6,9,10 At 7 days
after infection, there is widespread conversion of capillaries
into venules, pericyte remodeling, inflammatory cell influx,
and lymphatic vessel sprouting in the airways and lung.4e9

Many features of chronic M. pulmonis infection in mice are
similar to Mycoplasma pneumoniae infection in humans.11

Angiopoietin-2 (Ang2) is a context-dependent antagonist of
Tie2 receptors12,13 that is important for prenatal and postnatal
remodeling of blood vessels and lymphatic vessels.13e15 Ang2
promotes vascular remodeling,4,5 lymphangiogenesis,15e17 and
pericyte loss18 in disease models in mice. Mice genetically
lacking Ang2 have less angiogenesis, lymphangiogenesis, and
neutrophil recruitment in inflammatory bowel disease.3 Ang2
has proved useful as a plasma biomarker of endothelial cell
activation in acute lung injury, sepsis, hypoxia, and cancer.19

Like Ang2, tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-a is a mediator
of remodeling of blood vessels and lymphatics.8,9,20,21 TNF
triggers many components of the inflammatory response,
including up-regulation of expression of vascular cell
adhesion molecule-1, ICAM-1, and other endothelial cell
adhesion molecules.22 TNF inhibitors reduce inflammation
in mouse models of inflammatory disease23,24 and are used
clinically in the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis, anky-
losing spondylitis, Crohn’s disease, psoriatic arthritis, and
some other inflammatory conditions.24,25 Indicative of the
complex role of TNF in disease, inhibition or deletion of
TNF can increase the risk of serious infection by bacterial,
mycobacterial, fungal, viral, and other opportunistic
pathogens.26

TNF and Ang2 interact in inflammatory responses. TNF
increases Ang2 expression in endothelial cells in a time- and
dose-dependent manner, both in blood vessels27 and
lymphatics.16 Administration of TNF with Ang2 increases
cell adhesion molecule expression more than TNF
alone.16,28 Similarly, Ang2 can promote corneal angio-
genesis in the presence of TNF, but not alone.29 In mice that
lack Ang2, TNF induces leukocyte rolling but not adher-
ence to the endothelium.28 Ang2 also augments TNF pro-
duction by macrophages.30,31 Inhibition of Ang2 and TNF
together with a bispecific antibody can ameliorate rheu-
matoid arthritis in a mouse model.32

With this background, we sought to determine whether
Ang2 and TNF act together to drive the remodeling of blood
vessels and lymphatics in the initial inflammatory response
to M. pulmonis infection. In particular, we asked whether
Ang2 and TNF have synergistic actions in this setting. The
approach was to compare the effects of selective inhibition
of Ang2 or TNF, individually or together, and then assess
the severity of vascular remodeling, endothelial leakiness,
venular marker expression, pericyte changes, and lymphatic
sprouting. Functional consequences of genome-wide
changes in gene expression were analyzed by Ingenuity
Pathway Analysis (IPA)33,34 and the Database for Annota-
tion, Visualization and Integrated Discovery (DAVID).35

The studies revealed that inhibition of Ang2 and TNF
2950
together, but not individually, completely prevented the
development of vascular remodeling and lymphatic sprout-
ing and had synergistic effects in suppressing gene expres-
sion and cellular pathways activated during the initial stage
of the inflammatory response.

Materials and Methods

Mice

Female 8-week-old C57BL/6 mice (Charles River, Hollister,
CA; or Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, MN), housed under
barrier conditions, were used for all experiments. All experi-
mental procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee of the University of California, San
Francisco.

M. pulmonis Infection

Mice were anesthetized with an i.m. injection of 10 mg/kg
ketamine and 20 mg/kg xylazine and inoculated intranasally
with 50 mL culture media containing 1 � 106 colony-
forming units of M. pulmonis (strain CT8), divided as 25
mL into each nostril.4,9 Mice were studied 7 days after
infection.

Function-Blocking Antibodies

Function-blocking monoclonal human anti-Ang2 antibody
(anti-Ang2; clone 3.19.3; AZD5180; 10 mg/kg; Med-
Immune LLC, Gaithersburg, MD)5,36 and/or monoclonal rat
anti-murine TNF antibody (anti-TNF; MP6-XT22; 3 mg/kg;
BioLegend, San Diego, CA)37,38 was injected i.p. into mice
every other day for 7 days, beginning 1 day before infection.
Corresponding controls received injections of normal
human IgG and/or normal rat IgG or phosphate-buffered
saline (PBS).

Immunohistochemistry

Anesthetized mice were perfused for 2 minutes with 1%
paraformaldehyde in PBS, pH 7.4, through a cannula inserted
through the left ventricle.4,9 Tracheas were removed,
immersed in 1% paraformaldehyde for 1 hour, and then
incubated overnight in combinations of two or three of the
following primary antibodies, diluted in a mixture of 0.3%
Triton X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), 0.2% bovine
serum albumin, and 0.1% sodium azide in PBS containing
10% goat serum: platelet endothelial cell adhesion molecule
(PECAM-1; hamster anti-mouse CD31, clone 2H8, 1:500;
Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA), lymphatic vessel
endothelial hyaluronan receptor-1 (rabbit anti-mouse
lymphatic vessel endothelial hyaluronan receptor-1, catalog
number 11-034, 1:500; AngioBio, Del Mar, CA), desmin
(rabbit anti-mouse desmin, clone Y66, 1:500; Thermo
Fisher Scientific), P-selectin (rat anti-mouse CD62P,
ajp.amjpathol.org - The American Journal of Pathology
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RB40.34; 1 mg/mL; BD Biosciences, San Diego, CA), or
S100a9 (rat anti-mouse S100a9, 2B10; 1:500; Abcam,
Cambridge, England). Tracheas were incubated overnight in
secondary antibodies conjugated to Alexa Fluor-488, Cy3, or
Alexa Fluor-647 (all used at 1:500; Jackson ImmunoResearch,
West Grove, PA), fixed for 5 minutes in 1% paraformaldehyde,
and mounted as whole mounts.

Microscopic Imaging

Digital images were acquired with a Zeiss Axiophot
fluorescencemicroscope (Carl ZeissMicroscopyGmbH, Jena,
Germany) equipped with single- and dual-fluorescence filters
and a low-light, three-chip, charge-coupled device camera
(480 � 640-pixel RGB-color images; CoolCam; SciMeasure
Analytical Systems, Atlanta, GA) and linked to a digitizing
tablet (Digi-Pad; GTCO CalComp, Columbia, MD).
Confocal digital images were obtained with a Zeiss
LSM-510 confocal microscope equipped (Carl Zeiss
Microscopy GmbH) with argon and helium-neon lasers,
using AIM software version 3.2.2.

Morphometric Analysis

The diameter of blood vessels was measured in tracheal
whole mounts stained for PECAM-1. Measurements were
made of mucosal vessels specifically overlying the ros-
trocaudal midpoint of cartilage rings, which in normal
tracheas consisted only of capillaries that were located
approximately halfway between the arteriole and venule.5,7,8

The diameter of 15 vessels was measured over each of five
cartilage rings per trachea. To assess the status of pericytes,
the number of cytoplasmic processes of pericytes was
determined in the same regions as the vessels in tracheal
whole mounts stained for desmin and PECAM-1. Pericyte
processes were defined as desmin-positive extensions of the
cell body. Processes on 20 pericytes were counted on ves-
sels over each of five to eight cartilage rings per trachea.
Remodeling of lymphatics for lymphatic vessel endothelial
hyaluronan receptor-1 was evaluated by counting sprouts
(tapered projections) from lymphatic vessels (10� objec-
tive, 1� Optovar; Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH). Sprouts
were counted in five regions, each having an area of 0.53
mm2, in each trachea. Values were expressed per square
millimeter of tracheal mucosa. Measurements were made
with a digitizing tablet on real-time images viewed on a
computer monitor displaying the output of the fluorescence
microscope (see Microscopic Imaging).

Measurement of Vascular Leakage

Unanesthetized mice received, by tail vein injection, 50
mL of Dragon-Green 50-nm fluorescent polystyrene mi-
crospheres (1% solids; Bangs Laboratories, Inc., Fishers,
IN).7,39 Mice were anesthetized 6 minutes later with 10
mg/kg ketamine and 20 mg/kg xylazine injected i.m., and
The American Journal of Pathology - ajp.amjpathol.org
were perfused with fixative 10 minutes after injection of
microspheres. The vasculature was stained for PECAM-1.
Digital images of regions of tracheal mucosa, measuring
960 � 2244 mm over five to eight cartilage rings, starting
from the rostral end, were taken with the fluorescence
microscope (10� objective, 1� Optovar). Regions of
posterior membrane were excluded. Leakage was assessed
by measuring extravasated fluorescent microspheres in
regions of tracheal mucosa over cartilage rings.7,39 The
fractional area (area density) was calculated as the pro-
portion of pixels with a fluorescence intensity value
(range, 0> 255) equal to or greater than the threshold of 30 by
using ImageJ software version 1.46 (NIH, Bethesda, MD;
http://imagej.nih.gov/ij). The overall mean for each group was
calculated from the average of all values for each mouse
(N Z 9 to 11 mice per group).

Measurement of Neutrophil Recruitment

S100a9 immunofluorescence wasmeasured in digital images of
regions of tracheal mucosa, measuring 1300 � 1300 mm, over
cartilage rings where vascular remodeling after infection was
greatest.5,8 Five regions were assessed in each tracheal whole
mount, beginning with the third cartilage ring caudal to the
larynx and continuing consecutively toward the bifurcation.
Area density of S100a9 immunofluorescence was calculated as
the proportion of pixels with a fluorescence intensity value
(range, 0 > 255) equal to or greater than the threshold of 80
determined with ImageJ software. The overall mean for each
group was calculated from the average of all values for each
mouse (N Z 4 to 9 mice per group).

Analysis of 48 Selected Genes in Tracheas by Dynamic
Array Chips

Tracheas of anesthetized pathogen-free mice, mice treated with
vehicle during 7-day infection with M. pulmonis (infected
vehicle), and infected mice treated with anti-Ang2 antibody,
anti-TNF antibody, or both antibodies (antibody combination)
were excised after vascular perfusion with PBS for 30 seconds
and snap frozen in liquid nitrogen (four mice each in
pathogen-free and antibody combination groups and five mice
in each of the other groups). Total RNA was extracted using
the RNeasy Fibrous Tissue Kit (Qiagen Inc., Valencia, CA),
following manufacturer’s instructions. RNA purity and con-
centration were determined spectrophotometrically; quality
was confirmed on selected samples using the RNA 6000 Nano
LabChip and an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technol-
ogies Inc., Santa Clara, CA). cDNA was generated from total
RNA using the SuperScript III First Strand Synthesis Super
Mix (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA).

cDNA was pre-amplified using TaqMan Pre-Amp Master
Mix (Thermo Fisher Scientific), according to the manufac-
turer’s instructions. Reactions contained 2.5 mL cDNA, 5 mL
Pre-Amp Master Mix, and 2.5 mL of 0.2� gene expression
assay mix (containing all probes to be assessed) for a final
2951
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Table 1 Gene Number (Percentage) That Met Selection Criteria for Analysis

Gene selection
method

Infection-related
change

Treatment-related
change

Infected
vehicle*

Anti-Ang2
antibody*

Anti-TNF
antibody* Antibody combination*

Method No. 1
Condition A Increase Decrease 4129 (54) 116 (30) 904 (69) 1006 (54)
Condition B Increase Increase 134 (34) 126 (10) 383 (21)
Condition C Decrease Increase 3512 (46) 46 (12) 268 (20) 416 (22)
Condition D Decrease Decrease 96 (24) 12 (1) 61 (3)

Total 7641 (100) 392 (100) 1310 (100) 1866 (100)
Method No. 2

Condition A Increase Decrease 3864 (46) 119 (14) 855 (50) 946 (39)
Condition B Increase Increase 239 (29) 154 (9) 482 (20)
Condition C Decrease Increase 4497 (54) 76 (9) 523 (31) 711 (29)
Condition D Decrease Decrease 396 (48) 178 (10) 299 (12)

Total 8361 (100) 830 (100) 1710 (100) 2438 (100)

Values from Affymetrix GeneChip arrays were obtained from tracheas of five groups of mice: pathogen-free, infected withMycoplasma pulmonis for 7 days and treated
with vehicle, and infected and treated with anti-Ang2 antibody, anti-TNF antibody, or both antibodies (antibody combination) (NZ 4 to 5 mice per group). Method 1
was used to assess the overall effect of the treatments, identify genes that underwent large or small changes in expression during infection and treatment, and analyze
changes in signaling pathways by the Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery (DAVID). Probe sets were selected that had at least 25% increase
or decrease in expression in the infected vehicle group relative to the pathogen-free group; then, the subset of these probe sets was selected for each treatment group
that had 50% or more suppression or amplification in expression compared with the infected vehicle group. Selected probe sets in infected vehicle group met the first
criterion, and those in the three treatment groups met both criteria. The direction of the two changes defined conditions A, B, C, and D. Method 2 was used to analyze
changes in signaling pathways by Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA). As described in Materials and Methods, probe sets selected for analysis by IPA satisfied multiple
criteria, including >10% difference from the pathogen-free group and 50% or greater change in any treatment group from the infected vehicle group.
*Data are given as number (percentage).
Ang2, angiopoietin-2; TNF, tumor necrosis factor.
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volume of 10 mL. Reactions were cycled 14 times, then diluted
with 80 mL DNA suspension buffer (Teknova, Hollister, CA).
The samples were prepared for loading into 48 � 48 Dynamic
Array Chips (Fluidigm Corp., South San Francisco, CA) by
mixing 2.5 mL 2� Universal Master Mix (Applied Bio-
systems, Carlsbad, CA), 0.25 mL Sample Loading Buffer
(Fluidigm Corp.), and 2.25 mL pre-amplified cDNA. The
probes were prepared by mixing 3 mL 20� TaqMan Gene
Expression Assay (Invitrogen) with 3 mL Assay Loading
Buffer (Fluidigm Corp.). The chip was primed in the IFC
Controller (Fluidigm Corp.), then 5 mL of prepared sample
was loaded into the sample inlets of the dynamic array chip in
duplicate, and 5 mL of the 10� gene expression assay mix was
loaded into the detector inlets. The chip was then placed back
in the IFC Controller for loading and mixing. Finally, the chip
was placed in the BioMark Real-Time PCR System (Fluidigm
Corp.) for thermal cycling (95�C for 10 minutes, followed by
40 cycles of 95�C for 15 seconds and 60�C for 1 minute). The
Ct values were normalized to the average Ct values of b-actin
and b2 microglobulin, then normalized to the average of the
pathogen-free mouse group and expressed as relative fold
change.

Genome-Wide Analysis of Gene Expression in Tracheas
by GeneChip Arrays

RNA from the five groups of mouse tracheal samples used for
analysis by Dynamic Array Chips was also used for Affymetrix
(Santa Clara, CA) GeneChip analysis. Biotin-labeled sequences
for hybridization to Affymetrix Mouse 430 2.0 GeneChip
arrays were prepared with the SuperScript double-stranded
2952
cDNA synthesis kit (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA) and the
IVT Labeling Kit (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA), following
standard hybridization, washing and staining, and scanning
procedures. Array data were processed using the frozen robust
multiarray analysis algorithm33 in R programming language
(http://www.r-project.org) for statistical computing (frozen
robust multiarray analysis package) to obtain normalized and
summarized expression values. Data were filtered to remove
probe sets with a maximum linear scale expression intensity
<25 across all samples. The mean linear scale expression for
each probe set was calculated for each treatment group.
Differences among the five groups were assessed by the
following two methods.
Method 1 was used to assess the overall effect of the

treatments, identify genes that underwent especially large or
small changes in expression during infection and treatment,
and analyze functional consequences of the gene expression
changes by DAVID.35 With this method, genes were selected
by two criteria from among 31,944 annotated probe sets on the
array: probe sets that had at least a 25% increase or decrease in
expression in the infected vehicle group compared with the
pathogen-free group, and the subset of these probe sets that
had 50% or more suppression or amplification of expression
by one or more treatments relative to the infected vehicle
group. These criteria defined four scenarios, designated con-
dition A, B, C, or D, on the basis of whether expression was
increased or decreased by infection and whether this change
was suppressed or amplified by treatment (Table 1).
Expression of nearly 8000 annotated genes changed by

>25% during infection, with approximately half changing
in each direction (Table 1). Increased expression during
ajp.amjpathol.org - The American Journal of Pathology
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infection defined conditions A and B, which were distin-
guished by >50% treatment-related increase (condition A)
or decrease (condition B) (Table 1). Decreased expression
during infection with corresponding treatment effects
defined conditions C and D (Table 1). More than 90% of
genes that had large (more than fivefold) increases in
expression during infection were in condition A. Fewer than
10% were in condition B. Similarly, >90% of genes that
decreased in expression to <20% of the pathogen-free level
were in condition C;<10% were in condition D. Accordingly,
condition A genes were examined to assess treatment-induced
suppression of increased expression during infection, and
condition C genes were examined to assess the prevention of
decreased expression during infection (Table 1).

Method 2 was used to analyze changes in signaling
pathways by the IPA tool (Qiagen, Redwood City, CA;
http://www.qiagen.com/ingenuity; last accessed June 19,
2015).33,34 With this method, mean adjusted expression
values were calculated for each of the 45,101 probe sets on
the array by subtracting the mean expression intensity for
the pathogen-free group from the mean expression intensity
of each of the other four groups. To minimize the impact
of small (between �1 and 1) expression differentials, the
values were pedestaled by subtracting 1 from values <0 and
adding 1 to values >0. To reduce the potential for mis-
interpreting small differences relative to the pathogen-free
group, probe sets were included only if the absolute mean
adjusted expression was >50 in one or more groups, and
differed by 10% or more from the mean for the pathogen-
free group. Percentage change in the adjusted expression
intensity (infection-induced change) for each probe set was
calculated by subtracting the mean for the infected vehicle
group from the mean for each treatment group, and then
dividing the difference by the absolute mean for the infected
vehicle group. Expression of condition A genes (Table 1) was
greater in the infected vehicle group than in the pathogen-free
group, and one or more treatments caused 50% or greater
decrease relative to the infected vehicle group. Expression of
condition C genes (Table 1) was less in the infected vehicle
group than in the pathogen-free group, and one or more
treatments caused a 50% or greater increase relative to the
infected vehicle group. Probe sets were required to have a
mean adjusted expression value of >50 for inclusion in con-
dition A and less than �50 for inclusion in condition C. Probe
set lists were examined in IPA using the canonical pathway
functionality.34 Observed P values for all pathways were
calculated by Fisher’s exact test, followed by multiple test
correction by the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure.

Statistical Analysis

Values are presented as means � SEM. The significance of
differences between groups was assessed by analysis of vari-
ance, followed by Tukey’s test for multiple comparisons,
except as described for the comparison of IPA pathways.
P < 0.05 was considered significant.
The American Journal of Pathology - ajp.amjpathol.org
Results

Complementary Effects of Ang2 and TNF on Blood
Vessel Enlargement

The tracheal microvasculature of pathogen-free mice was
segmentally organized in relation to the cartilage rings.
Uniformly narrow capillaries spanned the mucosa over
cartilage rings in a ladder-like manner (Figure 1A) and were
connected to arterioles and venules located between carti-
lage rings. Seven days after infection with M. pulmonis,
capillaries were enlarged to approximately twice the normal
size and resembled venules (Figure 1B). Administration of
the function-blocking Ang2 antibody throughout the infection
significantly attenuated this remodeling, with mean vascular
diameter decreasing by 24%, from 21 to 16 mm (Figure 1, C
and F). The anti-TNF antibody also reduced the remodeling,
decreasing mean vascular diameter by 38% (Figure 1, D
and F). By comparison, this enlargement was entirely pre-
vented when both antibodies were given together (Figure 1, E
and F). Vessel diameters in these mice averaged 9 mm, which
was the same as capillaries in pathogen-free mice (Figure 1F).
Treatment with control IgG during the infection did not reduce
the vascular enlargement (Supplemental Figure S1).

Complementary Effects of Ang2 and TNF on Adhesion
Molecule Expression

In pathogen-free mice, expression of the adhesion molecules
P-selectin, E-selectin, ICAM-1, and EphB4 is restricted to
venules.4 Consistent with these earlier findings, P-selectin
immunoreactivity was absent in capillaries of pathogen-free
mice (Figure 1G) but was conspicuous in remodeled vessels
after infection for 7 days (Figure 1H). This increase in P-selectin
was completely prevented by blocking Ang2 and TNF together
(Figure 1I). Similarly, expression of P-selectin, E-selectin, and
ICAM-1, assessed by 48 � 48 Dynamic Array Chips, was
significantly less in tracheas of infected mice treated with the
antibody combination (Figure 1, JeL).

Complementary Effects of Ang2 and TNF on Leakiness
of Remodeled Vessels

Tracheal blood vessels become leaky after M. pulmonis infec-
tion.4,7,10 Multiple methods, including high-resolution visuali-
zation of the endothelium, have shown that the leak results from
the formation of intercellular gaps at cell junctions.10,39e41 By
using fluorescent microspheres to quantify leakage,7,39 we
found little leakage in tracheal blood vessels of pathogen-free
mice (area density, 0.16%), but found 10-fold as much after
infection (Figure 2, A, B, and F). Patches of extravasated mi-
crospheres were abundant in the wall of most remodeled blood
vessels (Figure 2B). Inhibition of either Ang2 or TNF alone
reduced the leakage by approximately half (Figure 2, C, D, and
F), but inhibition of both Ang2 and TNF together reduced the
leakage to the pathogen-free baseline (Figure 2, E and F).
2953
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Complementary Effects of Ang2 and TNF on Pericyte
Remodeling

Pericytes are important for maintaining the stability of
blood vessels in the microcirculation.18,42e44 Loss of per-
icyte coverage is accompanied by vascular instability and
leakiness.18,42,43 At 7 days after M. pulmonis infection,
2954
pericytes have more rounded cell bodies, shorter processes,
and less vessel coverage.7 The shape change contributes
more to the reduction in vessel coverage than loss of peri-
cytes, because no evidence of pericyte apoptosis has been
found.7 These changes are transient, and by 14 days, peri-
cyte number and coverage are twice baseline.7 In pathogen-
free mice, pericytes on tracheal capillaries were elongated,
ajp.amjpathol.org - The American Journal of Pathology
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tightly associated with endothelial cells (Figure 2G), and
had two or three thin processes aligned with the vessel di-
rection (Figure 2G). Pericytes underwent conspicuous
shape changes after infection (Figure 2H). Most had four to
six short processes that extended from their rounded cell
body and wrapped around the circumference of the
remodeled vessels (Figure 2H). Inhibition of Ang2 or TNF
alone reduced the number of processes, but the shape and
circumferential orientation remained approximately the
same (Figure 2, I, J, and L). By comparison, whenAng2 and
TNF were inhibited together, pericyte shape and vessel
coverage were nearly normal (Figure 2, K and L).

Complementary Effects of Ang2 and TNF on Lymphatic
Sprouting

Most lymphatics in the trachea of pathogen-free mice were
located between cartilage rings and had few or no sprouts
(Figure 3A). After infection for 7 days, the number of tapered,
finger-like projections from the surface of lymphatics increased
from 1 to 55 sprouts/mm2 (Figure 3, B and F). When either
Ang2 or TNF was inhibited during the infection, the number of
lymphatic sprouts was reduced by 40% or 70%, respectively
(Figure 3, C, D, and F). When Ang2 and TNF were inhibited
together, the number of lymphatic sprouts was reduced almost
to 0, as found in pathogen-free mice (Figure 3, E and F).

Complementary Effects of Ang2 and TNF on Neutrophil
Influx and Cytokine Expression

Neutrophils are the most abundant leukocytes recruited into
the airways and lung during the first week of M. pulmonis
infection, with significant influx being evident at 3 days.45

Neutrophils are known to contribute to vascular remodeling
after infection, because vessel changes do not occur if
neutrophil influx is blocked.45 To determine whether inhibition
of Ang2 and/or TNF reduced the influx of neutrophils, we
quantified cells in the tracheal mucosa stained for the neutro-
phil marker S100a9 at 7 days after infection.45 Neutrophils
were uncommon in the tracheal mucosa of pathogen-free mice
(Figure 4A)8 but were abundant and widespread, but unevenly
distributed, at 7 days after infection (Figure 4B). Neutrophil
Figure 1 Effects of inhibition of angiopoietin-2 (Ang2) and/or tumor necrosis
(7 days). AeE: Confocal microscopic images of blood vessels in tracheal whole m
green) to compare the narrow capillaries (arrowheads) in a ladder-like pattern
remodeled vessels in the same location in an infected mouse treated with vehicle
antibody was given during the infection. A and E: Corresponding vessels in an inf
the pathogen-free mouse. F: Tracheal vessels are twice as large in infected mice (
treatment with anti-Ang2 antibody (16 � 1 mm) or anti-TNF antibody (13 � 0.4
(9 � 0.4 mm) is the same as in pathogen-free controls. G and H: Images of vessels
P-selectin in a capillary over a cartilage ring of a pathogen-free mouse (G) with
infected mouse (H). I: In contrast, P-selectin is absent in a corresponding vessel
mRNA expression for P-selectin (J), E-selectin (K), and Icam1 (L), expressed as fol
and least in the antibody combination group. Data are given as means � SEM (F
*P < 0.05 versus pathogen-free group; yP < 0.05 versus infected vehicle group trea
AeE); 20 mm (I, applies to GeI).
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influx was slightly reduced when Ang2 was inhibited during
the infection, but was reduced more when TNF was blocked
(Figure 4, C, D, and F). Inhibition of Ang2 and TNF together
was accompanied by an even larger reduction in neutrophils
(Figure 4, E and F), although the number was still greater than
under pathogen-free conditions. Gene expression profiling by
48 � 48 Dynamic Array Chips revealed a 400-fold increase in
mRNA of the neutrophil marker S100a8 at 7 days after
infection (Figure 4G). S100a8 and S100a9 colocalize with
myeloperoxidase after M. pulmonis infection45 but are more
sensitive markers of neutrophils for expression studies. Values
for C-X-C chemokine ligand 1 (Cxcl1) and IL-1b (Il1b)
increased 14- and 400-fold, respectively (Figure 4, H and I).
Expression of these cytokines was significantly less in mice
treated with the antibody combination (Figure 4, GeI).
Synergistic Effects of Coinhibition of Ang2 and TNF on
Inflammatory Gene Expression

To build on findings that these adhesion molecules and
cytokines were suppressed more by blocking Ang2 and
TNF together than by inhibiting either one individually, we
performed genome-wide expression analysis using Affy-
metrix GeneChip arrays on tracheas of mice, with the same
experimental design as for the other studies (Table 1).
Expression data were analyzed by two independent methods
to validate the results, as detailed in Materials and Methods.
For both, genes were selected for increases or decreases
during infection coupled with treatment-induced suppres-
sion or augmentation of these changes. Method 1 selection
criteria identified 7641 probe sets for annotated genes that
changed >25% during infection (4129 increased, 3512
decreased) (Table 1); 2576 of these changed >50% with one
or more treatments (1555 decreased, 1021 increased). Of the
genes that changed >50% with treatment, anti-Ang2 anti-
body affected 15% (392 genes), anti-TNF antibody affected
51% (1310 genes), and the antibody combination affected
72% (1866 genes) (Table 1). Effects of anti-Ang2 antibody
on gene expression differed from the other treatments.
Fewer genes were suppressed by the anti-Ang2 antibody,
and those affected underwent smaller increases during
infection (mean increase, 1.5 � 0.1; maximum, sixfold) than
factor (TNF) on vascular remodeling during Mycoplasma pulmonis infection
ounts stained for platelet endothelial cell adhesion molecule 1 (PECAM-1;
across a cartilage ring in a pathogen-free mouse (A) with the enlarged,
(B). The vascular enlargement is less when anti-Ang2 (C) or anti-TNF (D)

ected mouse treated with the antibody combination are similar to those in
21 � 1 mm) as in pathogen-free mice (10 � 0.2 mm), but are smaller after
mm). However, vessel size in infected mice that received both antibodies
stained for P-selectin (red) and PECAM-1 (green) to compare the absence of
strong P-selectin staining in a remodeled vessel in the same location of an
of an infected mouse treated with the antibody combination. JeL: Tracheal
d change from pathogen-free mice, is greatest in the infected vehicle group
and JeL). N Z 5 mice per group (F); N Z 4 to 5 mice per group (JeL).
ted with phosphate-buffered saline vehicle. Scale bars: 50 mm (E, applies to
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with the anti-TNF antibody (mean increase, 4.2 � 0.7;
maximum, 324-fold) or antibody combination (mean increase,
5.3 � 0.7; maximum, 324-fold) (Tables 1 and 2).

Genes suppressed by treatment (conditionA) included a large
cohort of inflammatory cytokines and chemokines, markers of
activated neutrophils, lymphocytes, andmacrophages, andother
2956
indices of inflammation (Table 3). The antibody combina-
tion resulted in uniformly greater suppression of these
genes than either antibody given individually. The antibody
combination not only suppressed most of the genes affected
by anti-Ang2 or anti-TNF antibody alone, but also reduced
expression of many genes that had the largest increases
ajp.amjpathol.org - The American Journal of Pathology
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Ang2 Synergism with TNF-a in Inflammation
during infection, including S100a8, Cxcl1, Cxcl2, Cxcl3,
Cd274 (PD-L1), IL-1b, matrix metallopeptidase 3, P-
selectin, and Tnfaip3 (A20) (Table 3). In addition to those in
Table 3, genes indicative of inflammatory and immune re-
sponses that were up-regulated by infection and suppressed
>50% by the antibody combination included Cd244 (2B4),
Cd80 (B7-1), E-selectin, Icam1, Il1a, il8rb (Cxcr2), Il17a,
Nfkb1,Nfkbia,Nfkbib,Tnfsf10 (TNF-related apoptosis-inducing
ligand treatment), and Tnfrsf11b (osteoprotegerin).

Support for synergistic effects of the antibody combination
came from an analysis of the 100 genes that had the greatest
increases in expression during infection (Figure 5). These
included all genes in Table 3. Suppression of infection-induced
changes in these genes was consistently greater with the anti-
body combination (�73%) than with anti-Ang2 (2%) or anti-
TNF (�49%) antibody alone (Figure 5A). Similar differences
were found for all 1006 condition A genes (Figure 5A).
Consistent with this synergistic effect, suppression by the
antibody combination exceeded the sum of the corresponding
amounts of suppression by the individual antibodies
(Figure 5B). The synergistic effect averaged 57% for the top
100 genes and 21% for all 1006 genes (Figure 5B). Synergy
was less for genes with smaller infection-induced changes
because of greater suppression by the anti-Ang2 antibody
(Figure 5A).

Many of the 3512 genes that decreased in expression
during infection were affected by one or more treatments
(Table 1). However, unlike the inflammatory attributes of
most condition A genes, many genes in condition C were
associated with metabolism, energy production, cell
cycle activity, and other cellular processes (Supplemental
Table S1). Still, the antibody combination had a larger
effect on suppressing the changes than the individual
antibodies (Supplemental Table S1).

To determine the effect of treatment on genes associated
with endothelial cells and pericytes, we examined a collec-
tion of 35 genes involved in growth and remodeling of blood
vessels and lymphatic vessels (Supplemental Table S2). Only
four of these genes (Lyve1, Pecam1, Tnf, Tnfrsf1b) met the
selection criteria, largely because of the small expression
changes during infection. Although many were affected by
Figure 2 Effects of inhibition of angiopoietin-2 (Ang2) and/or tumor necrosis
infection (7 days). AeE: Confocal microscopic images comparing the extravasation
[red, platelet endothelial cell adhesion molecule 1 (PECAM-1)] in tracheal whole m
mice treated with anti-Ang2 antibody (C), anti-TNF antibody (D), or the antib
extravasated microspheres in the tracheal mucosa over cartilage rings show 10-fol
mice (0.16% � 0.05%) and show >60% reduction after treatment with the anti-An
more striking is that the extravasation was near the baseline level in mice treated
microscopic images of pericytes (red, desmin, arrowheads) on blood vessels (green
processes on capillaries in a pathogen-free mouse (G) but are more irregularly sha
on remodeled vessels after infection (H). Pericyte shape is more regular after treat
treated with both antibodies (K). L: The number of processes per pericyte was relat
(4.86 � 0.11), but the number decreases after treatment with anti-Ang2 antibod
normal with both antibodies (3.08 � 0.05). Data are given as means � SEM (F and
versus pathogen-free group; yP < 0.05 versus infected vehicle group treated with p
mm (K, applies to GeK).
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treatment (Supplemental Table S2), detection of gene
expression changes in the relatively small population of
endothelial cells and pericytes in the trachea could have been
limited by assaying the entire organ.

The functional consequences of the observed alterations in
gene expression were analyzed by IPA tools to compare the
effects of the treatments on canonical pathways activated by
infection. Many genes that increased in expression during
infection (condition A, selection method 2) were associated
with activation of pathways involved in leukocyte adhesion
and migration, T- and B-lymphocyte signaling, macrophage
activation, dendritic cell maturation, IL-6, IL-8, IL-10, and
IL-17 activity, and NF-kB, mitogen-activated protein kinase,
and peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor signaling
(Table 4). Consistent with the extensive neutrophil influx,
granulocyte adhesion and diapedesis were the most highly
activated pathways revealed by IPA (Table 4). All of these
pathways were suppressed by one or more treatments, and the
antibody combination caused the greatest suppression of
most pathways (Table 4). A heat map of these data high-
lighted the treatment-related differences in pathway activa-
tion (Figure 6).

Similarly, analysis by DAVID (condition A, selection
method 1) revealed broad suppression by the antibody
combination of pathways associated with inflammatory re-
sponses, leukocyte chemotaxis, cytokine and chemokine
signaling, and defense responses to bacterial infection. The
anti-TNF antibody alone suppressed many of the pathways
to a lesser extent, but the anti-Ang2 antibody did not. The
inflammatory emphasis of pathways identified by IPA as
activated by infection and suppressed by treatment (Table 4)
contrasted with those where treatment had no significant
effect (Supplemental Table S3). Pathways that were not
significantly affected by any treatment are examples of
processes that changed during infection but had no apparent
involvement of Ang2 and TNF.

Consistent with the types of genes identified by condition
C criteria (Supplemental Table S1), analysis by IPA revealed
significant changes in metabolic pathways involved in
mitochondrial function, oxidative phosphorylation, calcium
signaling, and gluconeogenesis (Supplemental Table S4).
factor (TNF) on vascular leakage and pericytes during Mycoplasma pulmonis
of green fluorescent 50-nm microspheres (arrowheads) from blood vessels

ounts from a pathogen-free mouse (A), an infected mouse (B), and infected
ody combination (E). F: Consistent with these images, measurements of
d greater leakage in infected mice (1.75% � 0.33%) than in pathogen-free
g2 antibody (0.66% � 0.17%) or anti-TNF antibody (0.62% � 0.19%). Even
with both antibodies (0.21% � 0.05%) during the infection. GeK: Confocal
, PECAM-1) in tracheal whole mounts. Pericytes have two or three elongated
ped and have abundant short processes extending from rounded cell bodies
ment with anti-Ang2 (I) or anti-TNF (J) antibody and almost normal in mice
ively small in pathogen-free mice (2.72 � 0.07) and is larger after infection
y (4.15 � 0.06) or anti-TNF antibody (4.00 � 0.05) and is approximately
L). N Z 9 to 11 mice per group (F); N Z 5 mice per group (L). *P < 0.05
hosphate-buffered saline vehicle. Scale bars: 50 mm (E, applies to AeE); 20
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Figure 3 Effects of inhibition of angiopoietin-2 (Ang2) and/or tumor necrosis factor (TNF) on lymphatic sprouting during Mycoplasma pulmonis infection
(7 days). AeE: Confocal microscopic images of lymphatic vessels [red, lymphatic vessel endothelial hyaluronan receptor (LYVE-1)] in the mucosa over cartilage
rings of tracheal whole mounts. Lymphatic sprouts are absent in the pathogen-free mouse (A) but appear as abundant tapered, finger-like sprouts
(arrowheads) after infection (B). Lymphatic sprouts are less numerous after treatment with anti-Ang2 antibody (C) or anti-TNF antibody (D) and absent after
treatment with both antibodies (E). F: Lymphatic sprouts, expressed per mm2 of mucosa, are rare in pathogen-free mice (1 � 0.3 per mm2) but are 50 times as
abundant after infection for 7 days (55 � 10 per mm2). Lymphatic sprouts reduce by treatment with anti-Ang2 antibody (30 � 7 per mm2) or anti-TNF
antibody (15 � 5 per mm2) and are nearly absent with both antibodies (1.3 � 0.4 per mm2). Data are given as means � SEM (F). N Z 7 to 10 mice per
group (F). *P < 0.05 versus pathogen-free group; yP < 0.05 versus infected vehicle group treated with phosphate-buffered saline vehicle. Scale bar Z 50 mm
(E, applies to AeE).
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Discussion

The present study sought to determine whether Ang2 and
TNF have cooperative effects on the initial phase of vascular
remodeling and lymphatic sprouting during the develop-
ment of airway inflammation after M. pulmonis infection.
Our study focused on the first week after infection when
airway blood vessels and lymphatics change most rapidly.4,5

Prior work revealed that inhibition of either Ang2 or TNF
can reduce, but not prevent, vascular remodeling and
lymphatic sprouting during this period.5,20 Therefore, we
designed experiments to determine whether Ang2 and TNF
acting together were responsible for the initial phase of
vascular remodeling. Our approach was to block the action
of Ang2 (antibody 3.19.3, AZD518036) and TNF (antibody
MP6-XT2237,38) alone or together during the infection. This
was the first use of these antibodies together in this setting.
Consistent with previous reports,5,20 we found that inhibi-
tion of either Ang2 or TNF alone reduced vascular remod-
eling, leakage, and lymphatic sprouting at 7 days of
infection. More important, our findings also revealed that
concurrent inhibition of Ang2 and TNF completely
2958
prevented multiple indices of vascular remodeling and
lymphatic sprouting. Genome-wide array studies of gene
expression provided further evidence of synergistic effects
of blocking Ang2 and TNF together. The antibody combi-
nation suppressed the expression of a broad range of genes
encoding inflammatory cytokines, adhesion molecules, and
other proteins activated during infection, and the amount of
suppression was significantly greater than the reduction
caused by either antibody given alone. These observations
implicate Ang2 and TNF as essential factors that act syn-
ergistically in the initial phase of vascular remodeling after
infection (Figure 7).

Suppression of Remodeling of Blood Vessels by
Inhibition of Ang2 and TNF Together

TNF contributes to the initiation of vascular remodeling after
M. pulmonis infection but is not the sole driver. Measurements
by quantitative RT-PCR show rapidly increased and sustained
TNF expression after infection.8,20,45 Vascular remodeling is
reduced, but not prevented, by TNF blockade or deletion of
TNF-a receptors (Tnfr1, Tnfrsf1a).20 TNF is apparently not
ajp.amjpathol.org - The American Journal of Pathology
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Figure 4 Effects of inhibition of angiopoietin-2 (Ang2) and/or tumor necrosis factor (TNF) on neutrophil influx and inflammatory cytokines. AeE:
Confocal microscopic images of neutrophils (red, S100a9) and blood vessels [green, platelet endothelial cell adhesion molecule 1 (PECAM-1)] in tracheal
whole mounts. Neutrophils are sparse in the pathogen-free trachea (A) but are abundant after Mycoplasma pulmonis infection for 7 days (B). Neutrophils
are less numerous in mice treated with anti-Ang2 antibody (C) or anti-TNF antibody (D) and even less abundant in mice treated with both antibodies (E),
but the number is still greater than in pathogen-free mice. F: Values for neutrophils stained for S100a9 were near 0 in the mucosa over cartilage rings in
the pathogen-free group (0.02% � 0.01%) but are numerous after infection (27% � 4%). Neutrophil density reduces on treatment with anti-Ang2
antibody (19% � 4%), anti-TNF antibody (17% � 5%), or both antibodies (14% � 4%), but is still greater than the pathogen-free baseline. GeI:
Fold change in mRNA expression of S100a8 (G), Cxcl1 (H), and IL-1b (I) in the trachea of mice infected for 7 days with various concurrent treatments in
relation to pathogen-free controls. Values for mice treated with anti-Ang2 antibody are approximately the same as the infected controls, but are
significantly lower after treatment with anti-TNF antibody or both antibodies. Data are given as means � SEM (FeI). N Z 4 to 5 mice per group (FeI).
*P < 0.05 versus pathogen-free group (analysis of variance); yP < 0.05 versus infected group treated with phosphate-buffered saline vehicle. Scale
bar Z 200 mm (E, applies to AeE).

Ang2 Synergism with TNF-a in Inflammation
sufficient to drive the change, because intratracheal adminis-
tration of TNF does not induce vascular remodeling.45 The
finding of little to no vascular remodeling in Cxcr2-null mice
with M. pulmonis infection, despite increases in TNF mRNA
and protein,45 is further evidence of the involvement of
additional factors.

Ang2 destabilizes endothelial cells during vascular growth
and remodeling through antagonism of Tie2 receptors.4,5,12
The American Journal of Pathology - ajp.amjpathol.org
Ang2 expression is up-regulated as the remodeling occurs,5,8

and inhibition of Ang2 reduces the remodeling.5 In addition
to its direct effects, Ang2 amplifies the actions of TNF. Both
have been implicated in vascular and lymphatic remodeling in
inflammation and are known to have complementary actions.
TNF-induced corneal angiogenesis is amplified by activation
of Tie2 signaling,29 and administration of Ang2 with TNF
results in greater lymphatic endothelial cell proliferation than
2959
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Table 2 Treatment-Related Differences in Genes Suppressed during Infection

Gene name Gene symbol
Infected
vehicle

Anti-Ang2
antibody, %

Anti-TNF
antibody, %

Antibody
combination, %

Anti-Ang2 antibody: suppression of smaller expression increases during infection
Eph receptor A4 Epha4 1.3 �115 �180 �179
Fibulin 2 Fbln2 1.4 �70 �117 �128
Fibrillin 1 Fbn1 1.4 �51 �66 �77
Serpin B2 Serpinb2 1.5 �86 �4 �97
Follistatin Fst 1.5 �72 �64 �100
Neurotensin Nts 2.1 �77 �67 �81
Von Willebrand factor Vwf 2.2 �58 �89 �111
Chemokine (C-C motif) receptor 2 Ccr2 2.3 �61 76 �27
Selectin, endothelial cell Sele 4.7 �50 �70 �91
Prokineticin 2 Prok2 6.0 �74 �95 �96

Anti-TNF antibody and antibody combination: suppression of largest increases with infection
Selectin, platelet Selp 16.6 �37 �74 �83
Pro-platelet basic protein Ppbp 18.6 30 �80 �89
Colony-stimulating factor 3 receptor Csf3r 19.5 13 �45 �74
Schlafen 1 Slfn1 19.7 18 �21 �57
Matrix metallopeptidase 8 Mmp8 20.3 �30 �83 �94
Matrix metallopeptidase 3 Mmp3 23.5 �5 �58 �63
Chemokine (C-C motif) receptor 1 Ccr1 24.2 �7 �24 �50
Chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand 1 Cxcl1 26.2 �8 �46 �67
Formyl peptide receptor 1 Fpr1 27.9 0 �76 �93
Pleckstrin Plek 31.9 5 �38 �67
Sclafen 3 Slfn3 49.9 10 �49 �83
Chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand 10 Cxcl10 56.7 0 �38 �68
IL-1 receptor antagonist Il1rn 60.0 6 �42 �77
Chemokine (C-C motif) ligand 3 Ccl3 68.6 28 �52 �82
Formyl peptide receptor 2 Fpr2 79.0 12 �59 �83
Chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand 3 Cxcl3 83.6 �18 �79 �86
C-type lectin domain family 4d Clec4d 87.8 10 �50 �80
C-type lectin domain family 4e Clec4e 124.3 14 �50 �85
IL-1b Il1b 127.9 2 �42 �75
Serum amyloid A3 Saa3 198.8 0 �64 �62
Schlafen 4 Slfn4 203.3 5 �51 �72
Immunoresponsive gene 1 Irg1 229.2 7 �53 �78
Chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand 2 Cxcl2 280.5 4 �55 �75
S100 calcium binding protein A8 S100a8 282.7 �10 �61 �79
S100 calcium binding protein A9 S100a9 324.3 �8 �54 �78

Genes with the largest increases during Mycoplasma pulmonis infection (7 days; condition A) ranked by fold increase from pathogen free. Genes included had
at least one treatment reduce expression by 50% or more. Treatment with anti-Ang2 antibody alone suppressed genes that underwent more modest increases
after infection than with anti-TNF antibody or antibody combination. More negative values indicate greater suppression of the infection-induced increase in
expression. A value of �100% indicates complete suppression of the increase, and values <�100% indicate suppression of expression to lower than the
pathogen-free level.
Ang2, angiopoietin-2; TNF, tumor necrosis factor.

Le et al
administration of TNF alone.16 TNF induces leukocyte rolling,
but not adhesion, in Ang2-null mice, consistent with Ang2
modulation of endothelial cell sensitivity to TNF, possibly
through the up-regulation of cell adhesion molecules.16,28 Of
relevance to the present studies, loss-of-function experiments
have shown that inhibition of Ang2 reduces TNF mRNA
expression by a third in mice infected with M. pulmonis for 7
days.5 In gain-of-function experiments, TNF up-regulates
Ang2 mRNA expression and immunoreactivity.16,27 Inhibi-
tion of Ang2 or TNF alone reduced, but did not prevent,
vascular remodeling in our experiments, but inhibition of the
2960
two together completely blocked vascular enlargement, leak-
iness, and P-selectin up-regulation.

Suppression of Remodeling of Pericytes by Inhibition
of Ang2 and TNF Together

The elongated cell bodies and long processes of pericytes
changed after M. pulmonis infection. The cell body was
more rounded, and processes were shorter and provided less
vessel coverage. The absence of pericyte apoptosis after
infection raises the possibility that shape changes contribute
ajp.amjpathol.org - The American Journal of Pathology
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Table 3 Gene Expression Increased by Infection and Suppressed by Treatment

Gene name Gene symbol
Infected
vehicle

Anti-Ang2
antibody, %

Anti-TNF
antibody, %

Antibody
combination, %

S100 calcium binding protein A9 S100a9 324 �8 �54 �78
S100 calcium binding protein A8 S100a8 283 �10 �61 �79
Chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand 2 Cxcl2 281 4 �55 �75
Immunoresponsive gene 1 Irg1 229 7 �53 �78
Schlafen 4 Slfn4 203 5 �51 �72
Serum amyloid A3 Saa3 199 0 �64 �62
IL-1b Il1b 128 2 �42 �75
C-type lectin domain family 4e Clec4e 124 14 �50 �85
C-type lectin domain family 4d Clec4d 88 10 �50 �80
Chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand 3 Cxcl3 84 �18 �79 �86
Formyl peptide receptor 2 Fpr2 79 12 �59 �83
Chemokine (C-C motif) ligand 3 Ccl3 69 28 �52 �82
IL-1 receptor antagonist Il1rn 60 6 �42 �77
Chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand 10 Cxcl10 57 0 �38 �68
Schlafen 3 Slfn3 50 10 �49 �83
Pleckstrin Plek 32 5 �38 �67
Formyl peptide receptor 1 Fpr1 28 0 �76 �93
Chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand 1 Cxcl1 26 �8 �46 �67
Chemokine (C-C motif) receptor 1 Ccr1 24 �7 �24 �50
Matrix metallopeptidase 3 Mmp3 23 �5 �58 �63
Matrix metallopeptidase 8 Mmp8 20 �30 �83 �94
Schlafen 1 Slfn1 20 18 �21 �57
Colony-stimulating factor 3 receptor Csf3r 19 13 �45 �74
Pro-platelet basic protein Ppbp 19 30 �80 �89
Selectin, platelet Selp 17 �37 �74 �83
Lymphocyte antigen 6, locus I Ly6i 16 11 �51 �58
Chemokine (C-C motif) ligand 4 Ccl4 15 2 �52 �76
TNF, b receptor Tnfrsf1b 12 14 �51 �68
Neutrophil cytosolic factor 1 Ncf1 12 9 �44 �59
Programmed death-ligand 1 Cd274 11 13 �36 �65
IL-1 receptor, type II Il1r2 11 15 �30 �65
Colony-stimulating factor 3 Csf3 9 �27 �79 �84
Matrix metallopeptidase 9 Mmp9 8 �27 �63 �90
TNF-aeinduced protein 3 Tnfaip3 7 15 �54 �76
TNF Tnf 6 34 �42 �81

The infected vehicle column lists fold increases in expression of 35 of the 100 genes that had the greatest increases after infection: at least 25% increase at
7 days after Mycoplasma pulmonis infection, relative to the pathogen-free value scaled to 1.0, and 50% or more suppression of this increase by one or more
treatments. Three treatment columns list percentage change in gene expression, where more negative values indicate greater suppression of the infection-
induced increase. A value of �100% indicates complete suppression to the pathogen-free level. Antibody combination had greater effect than other
treatments on 34 of these genes, and for 30 genes, this effect exceeded the sum of effects of the two antibodies given individually (synergy). See heat map in
Figure 6.
Ang2, angiopoietin-2; TNF, tumor necrosis factor.

Ang2 Synergism with TNF-a in Inflammation
more to the reduction of vessel coverage than reduction in
pericyte number.7 Nonetheless, these changes are transient,
and pericyte number and coverage double by 14 days after
infection.7 Ang2 weakens pericyte-endothelial interactions
and leads to pericyte loss and endothelial cell activation in
models of inflammation.12,18,48 TNF can stimulate pericyte
remodeling, proliferation, and migration through a2 integrin
switching.21 In our study, coinhibition of Ang2 and TNF
completely prevented the pericyte shape changes and
reduction in vessel coverage. Because the inhibitory anti-
bodies were started 1 day before M. pulmonis infection, the
observed changes reflected suppression, rather than reversal,
The American Journal of Pathology - ajp.amjpathol.org
of pericyte remodeling. The contribution of pericyte pro-
liferation to the changes after infection could be elucidated
by lineage tracing experiments.49

Suppression of Remodeling of Lymphatics by
Inhibition of Ang2 and TNF Together

In the present study, lymphatic sprouting was reduced by
inhibition of Ang2 or TNF alone, but was completely
blocked by the antibody combination. Previous studies have
shown that lymphangiogenesis is reduced when TNF
signaling is blocked pharmacologically or by gene
2961
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Figure 5 Treatment-related differences in suppression of infection-induced gene expression. A: Plots comparing cumulative moving average changes in
gene expression after Mycoplasma pulmonis infection (7 days) during treatment with vehicle, anti-angiopoietin-2 (Ang2) antibody, anti-tumor necrosis factor
(TNF) antibody, or the antibody combination. Genes, ranked left to right from largest to smallest, increase after infection, have a 25% or greater increase in
expression during infection, and have at least 50% suppression by one or more treatments (condition A; Table 1). Plots compare values for 100 genes (left
panel) that have the greatest increases with infection and all 1006 condition A genes (right panel). Suppression by the antibody combination (red) is greater
than that for anti-TNF alone (blue) or anti-Ang2 alone (green) and is also greater than the sum of values for the individual antibodies (cyan). B: Bar graphs
compare the overall means for the treatment groups, both for the 100 top genes (left panel) and all 1006 genes (right panel) shown in A. Compared with the
sum of the individual agents, the mean for the antibody combination is 57% greater (synergy) for the top 100 genes and 21% greater for all 1006 genes.
****P < 0.0001 for the antibody combination versus anti-Ang2 or anti-TNF given alone; yyyyP < 0.0001 versus the sum of the values for the individual agents,
determined by analysis of variance and Tukey’s multiple comparisons test.

Le et al
silencing.20 Ang2 is required for the maturation of primitive
lymphatics into networks of initial and collecting
vessels13e15 and can act as a lymphangiogenic factor.3,15e17

Genetic deletion of Ang2 reduces lymphangiogenesis in
2962
experimental colitis, where the adverse effects are inter-
preted as partially because of the loss of Ang2-driven
lymphangiogenesis.3 Ang2-blocking antibodies also reduce
lymphangiogenesis in tumors.17
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Table 4 IPA Analysis of Pathways

Functional grouping of canonical pathways
assessed by IPA

Infected
vehicle

Anti-Ang2
antibody

Anti-TNF
antibody

Antibody
combination

Pathogen-
Free

Granulocyte adhesion and diapedesis �20.9 �20.4 �11.7 0.8 0
Other leukocyte adhesion and diapedesis �14.3 �13.8 �8.4 �2.7 0
Leukocyte extravasation signaling �12.9 �10.5 �7.8 �3.1 0
Macrophages in arthritis �16.4 �14.7 �9.9 �3.2 0
Macrophage NO and ROS �13.9 �12.3 �9.6 �2.5 0
Dendritic cell maturation �12.1 �12.1 �8.3 �4.6 0
T-cell receptor signaling �7.5 �7.0 �5.9 �4.3 0
T and B cells in arthritis �7.6 �7.3 �6.5 �4.0 0
B-cell activating factor signaling �5.3 �4.9 �2.9 �0.2 0
B-cell receptor signaling �13.4 �12.2 �10.4 �10.1 0
Acute phase response signaling �14.8 �13.5 �10.2 �4.8 0
TNFR1 signaling �11.6 �11.2 �10.0 �5.5 0
TNFR2 signaling �10.8 �10.3 �7.8 0.5 0
TNFSF13 signaling �5.6 �5.2 �3.1 �0.3 0
IL-6 signaling �16.5 �15.7 �10.8 �1.7 0
IL-8 signaling �12.1 �10.0 �6.4 �4.2 0
IL-10 signaling �16.4 �16.1 �14.1 �3.9 0
IL-17 signaling �7.6 �6.9 �6.2 �3.8 0
IL-17 signaling in airway cells �10.4 �10.1 �8.4 �6.3 0
IL-17 signaling in fibroblasts �10.6 �9.6 �7.3 �4.9 0
IL-17 signaling in arthritis �8.0 �8.0 �6.6 �2.4 0
fMLP signaling in neutrophils �8.8 �8.6 �6.7 �4.9 0
Toll-like receptor signaling �11.1 �10.8 �8.1 �1.1 0
iNOS signaling �13.2 �12.8 �10.9 �5.6 0
NF-kB signaling �13.8 �12.5 �6.1 �4.0 0
PPAR signaling �9.6 �9.1 �3.9 �0.6 0
p38 MAPK signaling �6.7 �6.3 �4.8 0.0 0
LPS-stimulated MAPK signaling �7.4 �6.8 �4.8 �3.2 0
Death receptor signaling �13.2 �13.0 �10.8 �7.2 0
Apoptosis signaling �13.1 �12.6 �10.6 �8.4 0
Glucocorticoid receptor signaling �11.6 �10.8 �8.6 �4.5 0
Integrin signaling* �14.3 �8.3 �7.9 �10.0 0
Fibrosis-related signaling �10.6 �8.2 �4.9 4.2 0
Lymphotoxin b receptor signaling* �6.1 �6.1 �3.8 �4.0 0
Angiopoietin signaling �4.5 �4.2 �3.0 �1.7 0

Pathways activated by infection and suppressed by treatment. The infected vehicle column lists log10 of P values for pathways assessed by IPA for genes
(condition A), where expression increased during Mycoplasma pulmonis infection for 7 days, relative to pathogen-free (scaled to 0), and the increase was
suppressed by treatment. Three treatment columns show relative efficacy, calculated as log10 of P values for infected vehicle group minus the log10 of P values
for the corresponding treatment. Values closer to 0 reflect smaller differences from the pathogen-free baseline.
*For all but two of these pathways, the antibody combination reduced the activity closer to the baseline than the other treatments.
Ang2, angiopoietin-2; fMLP, N-formyl-Met-Leu-Phe; iNOS, inducible NO synthase; IPA, Ingenuity Pathway Analysis; LPS, lipopolysaccharide; MAPK, mitogen-

activated protein kinase; NO, nitric oxide; PPAR, peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor; ROS, reactive oxygen species; TNF, tumor necrosis factor; TNFR,
TNF receptor; TNFSF, TNF superfamily.

Ang2 Synergism with TNF-a in Inflammation
As far as we know, the present study is the first evidence of
suppression of lymphatic sprouting in a model of airway
inflammation by inhibition of Ang2 alone or together with
TNF. The functional consequences of preventing lym-
phangiogenesis in the M. pulmonis model must still be
determined. It is known, however, that new lymphatics that
grow in this model are structurally abnormal and have
impaired fluid and immune cell transport.6,8,9,50,51 Further
studies are needed to learn whether inhibition of Ang2 and/or
TNF under these conditions normalizes lymphatic function.

Effects of TNF on lymphatic vessels have not been
studied as thoroughly as those on blood vessels. Because
The American Journal of Pathology - ajp.amjpathol.org
lymphatic endothelial cells have lower expression of TNF
receptor 1, the actions of TNF on lymphatics could be
mediated through up-regulation of vascular endothelial
growth factor-C (VEGF-C) in other cells.20,47 Previous
work has identified macrophages as a source of VEGF-C
at sites of inflammation.6,46,52 VEGF-C and VEGF-D, as
ligands for VEGF receptors 2 and 3, are important drivers of
lymphangiogenesis.53 TNF and IL-1b can up-regulate
VEGF-C and VEGF-D expression through NF-kB
signaling.47,52 TNF can promote lymphangiogenesis by
recruiting and activating VEGF-Ceproducing immune
cells.47,54
2963
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Figure 6 Heat map of treatment suppression
of pathways activated by infection. Functional
grouping that compares amounts of treatment
suppression of canonical pathways that were
activated during Mycoplasma pulmonis infection (7
days) (condition A). The infected group treated
with vehicle has the highest values (purple-blue),
and the pathogen-free group has the lowest values
(pink). Pathways, assessed by Ingenuity Pathway
Analysis, are the same as shown in Table 4. The
three treatment columns show relative efficacy,
color coded as the difference between log10 of P
value for the infected vehicle group and log10 of P
value for the corresponding treatment. Treatment
efficacy is reflected in the shift from purple-blue
toward pink, where lighter colors indicate smaller
differences from the pathogen-free baseline. Each
step from purple-blue to pink indicates a 102.5-fold
change in the P value for the treatment-related
suppression of pathway activity. For all but two
of these pathways (asterisks), the antibody com-
bination reduced the activity closer to the baseline
than the other treatments. P values calculated by
Fisher’s exact text are corrected for false positives by
using the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure. Ang2,
angiopoietin-2; fMLP, N-formyl-Met-Leu-Phe; iNOS,
inducible NO synthase; MAPK, mitogen-activated
protein kinase; NO, nitric oxide; PPAR, peroxisome
proliferator-activated receptor; ROS, reactive oxygen
species; TNF, tumor necrosis factor; TNFR, TNF re-
ceptor; TNFSF, TNF superfamily.
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Suppression of Neutrophil Influx by Inhibition of Ang2
and TNF Together

The initial phase of vascular remodeling after M. pulmonis
infection is dependent on and proportional to the influx of
neutrophils.45 Ang2 and TNF contribute to the recruitment
of these cells. TNF blockade during M. pulmonis infection
reduces leukocyte influx into the lung,20 and Ang2 blockade
reduces CD11b-positive cell recruitment into the airway
mucosa.5 Ang2-null mice have impaired neutrophil
recruitment to sites of inflammation.3,28 We found that in-
hibition of Ang2 and TNF together resulted in greater
attenuation of neutrophil recruitment and expression of
neutrophil-related proteins and chemoattractants (eg,
S100a8, S100a9, and C-X-C chemokines) than inhibition of
either one alone. The antibody combination also had greater
effects on vascular remodeling, leakage, P-selectin staining,
2964
and pericyte changes in the remodeled vessels and was
accompanied by significantly lower expression of Cxcl1 and
IL-1b. Overexpression of IL-1b leads to recruitment of
neutrophils and macrophages, growth of lymphatics, and
up-regulation of expression of S100a9 and Cxcl1 mRNA.46

Mice lacking Cxcr2, the receptor for Cxcl1, have less
vascular remodeling and less neutrophil influx.8,45

Expression of P-selectin and E-selectin was strongly
increased during M. pulmonis infection. The increase of both
was suppressed by blocking Ang2 or TNF and was reduced
even more by the antibody combination (P-selectin, 83%;
E-selectin, 91%). Both selectins contribute to neutrophil
adherence and migration in mice, but their regulation and
respective roles differ in mice and humans.55,56 TNF increases
P-selectin in murine, but not human, endothelial cells, where
E-selectin is more important for leukocyte recruitment.55 In the
context of M. pulmonis infection in mice, where the antibody
ajp.amjpathol.org - The American Journal of Pathology
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Figure 7 Synergistic actions of angiopoietin-2 (Ang2) and tumor
necrosis factor (TNF) in vascular remodeling in inflammation. Schematic
drawing of the complementary contributions of Ang2 and TNF to remod-
eling of blood vessels and lymphatics in the airway mucosa after Myco-
plasma pulmonis infection. The drawing illustrates some of the factors that
contribute to the actions of the two cytokines on the inflammatory
response. 1: Under pathogen-free conditions, Ang1-driven phosphorylation
of Tie2 receptors in endothelial cells helps maintain quiescence of the
vasculature. Quiescent endothelial cells release platelet-derived growth
factor B (PDGF-B) that contributes to vascular stability through actions on
pericytes, which are a source of Ang1. 2: In sustained inflammation, Ang2
from endothelial cells suppresses Tie2 phosphorylation and signaling. TNF
from activated neutrophils, macrophages, and other cells activates endo-
thelial cells.20 Through synergistic actions on endothelial cells, Ang2 and
TNF promote vascular remodeling manifested by capillary enlargement and
acquisition of a venular phenotype. These changes are accompanied by
pericyte detachment, vessel leakiness, adhesion molecule expression, and
leukocyte influx (data not shown). Cxcl1 and Cxcl2 from epithelial cells and
other cytokines trigger leukocyte recruitment.45 3: IL-1b from macrophages
and other cells contributes to the release of chemokines that recruit
VEGF-Ceproducing macrophages.46 Ang2 from lymphatic endothelial cells
promotes lymphatic sprouting,13,14 after sensitization by VEGF-C and other
cytokines from TNF-activated macrophages.16,47

Ang2 Synergism with TNF-a in Inflammation
combination suppressed but did not stop neutrophil influx,
multiple chemokines and adhesion molecules contribute to
leukocyte recruitment.45 With treatment, significant reductions
in expression were found not only in P-selectin and E-selectin,
but also in Icam1 and the chemoattractant ligands and receptors
Cxcl1, Cxcl2, and Cxcr2.

Because of the emphasis of the present study on the initial
changes after M. pulmonis infection, neutrophils were used
as an index of the cellular inflammatory response. Macro-
phages, dendritic cells, and T and B lymphocytes become
abundant in the trachea and lung of mice after infection, but
not as rapidly as neutrophils.8,9,45 By 14 days, macrophages
and lymphocytes are widespread in bronchial-associated
lymphoid tissue.9

Inhibition of TNF during M. pulmonis infection did
not impair survival during the first 7 days, but thereafter
was accompanied by higher mortality. The importance of
TNF in contributing to resistance to infection is well
documented.37,38,57 TNF can play an essential role in
protective immunity by modulating inflammatory cyto-
kine release from macrophages and T-cellemediated
The American Journal of Pathology - ajp.amjpathol.org
protection in infections.37,38 Inhibition of TNF can in-
crease the risk of infection by numerous opportunistic
pathogens.26 Mortality of some antieTNF-treated mice
after the first week of infection is consistent with the
greater importance of the cytokine for survival during the
second week. Therefore, the present experiments focused
on the phase of rapid blood vessel remodeling and
lymphatic sprouting during the first week after infection.

Mechanism of Synergistic Actions of Ang2 and TNF

Ang2 and TNF induce vascular remodeling and lymphatic
sprouting through multiple synergistic mechanisms (Figure 7).
Ang2, as an antagonist of Tie2 receptors, competitively inhibits
Ang1-mediated Tie2 phosphorylation.4,5,12 Through this ac-
tion, Ang2 promotes endothelial cell destabilization, pericyte
detachment, and proinflammatory effects.12,58 In addition to
these direct actions, Ang2 sensitizes endothelial cells to
TNF and increases the effects of TNF on adhesion mole-
cule expression, leukocyte adherence, leakage, and
angiogenesis.28,29,59,60 In the presence of Ang2, lower
concentrations of TNF promote expression of Icam1,
Vcam1, and E-selectin and leukocyte rolling and adhesion.
Ang2, like Ang1, greatly amplifies TNF-driven cytokine
release from Tie2-positive macrophages and suppresses
production of the angiogenesis inhibitor, thrombospondin-
2, but has weak direct effects on these cells.30,31,61 These
Ang2 effects contribute to the inflammatory response in
arthritis models.31 Sensitization by Ang2 is not limited to
TNF, as initially shown by Ang2 promotion of VEGF-
induced angiogenesis.62,63

To extend the mechanistic understanding of the synergy
between Ang2 and TNF in promoting inflammation, we
compared the effects of inhibiting Ang2, TNF, and both
together on genome-wide changes in gene expression during
M. pulmonis infection. Expression of >7000 genes changed
>25% during infection. Changes in >2000 of these genes
were modified 50% or more by treatment. Inhibition of
Ang2 and TNF together had the largest and most wide-
spread effects. Expression of the 100 genes that increased
most during infection (6- to 324-fold) was reduced by 73%,
on average, by treatment with the antibody combination. In
evidence of synergy, this suppression was 57% greater than
the sum of the corresponding reductions, resulting from the
antibodies given individually.

Functional analysis by IPA of infection-driven pathway
activation revealed larger effects of the antibody combina-
tion on many inflammatory processes. Among these were
suppression of leukocyte influx, cytokine activity, and NF-
kB signaling. TNF increases Ang2 expression in endothelial
cells through activation of NF-kB signaling.27 Inhibition of
Ang2 leads to Tie2 activation, which, in turn, suppresses
NF-kB signaling and reduces TNF-induced inflammatory
actions involving NF-kBeresponsive genes.64,65

In summary, this study revealed that inhibition of Ang2 and
TNF, given together, completely prevented the remodeling of
2965
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blood vessels and lymphatic sprouting during the first week
of M. pulmonis infection. Readouts included remodeling
of endothelial cells and pericytes, leukocyte recruitment,
lymphatic sprouting, and genome-wide GeneChip analysis,
which revealed broad treatment-induced suppression of genes
activated during infection. Striking features of the effects of
blocking Ang2 and TNF together were the magnitude and
breadth of the changes. The antibody combination suppressed
the expression of >1000 genes, and indicative of synergy, had
effects that were significantly greater than the sum of the indi-
vidual blockers. Many pathways activated by infection were
suppressed more by the antibody combination than by either
antibody given alone. These findings implicate Ang2 and TNF
as synergistic drivers of vascular remodeling and lymphatic
sprouting in the initial phase of inflammation in this model.
Because Ang2 and TNF promote endothelial cell activation and
remodeling, leukocyte influx, and macrophage cytokine
release, they both influence the context and activity of the other.
Further studies are necessary to fully dissect the synergistic
actions of Ang2 and TNF and the range of conditions that can
be prevented or reversed by inhibiting them together.
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